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PRICES ARE AT THE HEART OF MARKETS

Markets: meeting of supply and demand

I Most markets:

I use of money as medium of exchange (avoids “Double Coincidence of
Wants" - Jevons)

I coordinate via prices (or money as “unit of account")

I can be completely anonymous (You don’t care who you buy an apple
from.)

I Sellers and buyers do not need any information about suppliers or
customers; they just decide based on prices



“PRICES DON’T DO ALL THE WORK"

Non-market institutions: Coase, Williamson, North
I Centrally directed allocations through firms

Matching Markets
I College admission: UW does not raise the tuition until there are just

enough students to fill up the freshman class
I High skill labor markets (like for economics professors)
I Organ-Transplant markets: forbidden by law

Common element in matching markets:
I Characteristics of buyers and sellers beyond the price matter!
I Money plays only a secondary role
I Consequence: each side is looking for and wooing a potential match. It’s

a bit like dating!



MARKET DESIGN

Many of these markets often do not work well. The contributions of Shapley
and Roth laid the foundations for the field of “Market Design":

I How do markets work? Which constraints do they have to respect?

I Why do they fail?

I How can we fix them if they are broken?



HOW PRICES SOLVE KEY ISSUES

Key characteristics of markets to make them work:
I Truthful reporting: avoidance of gaming

I With prices: only buy/sell if you benefit from it

I Thickness: enough transactions available
I With money: no “Double Coincidence of Wants", so many buyers and

sellers

I Congestion: enough time to apply and accept/reject
I With money: just need one transaction at a time



MEDICAL RESIDENT LABOR MARKET

Or: How did Meredith Grey end up in Seattle ?

A medical resident is a “doctor in training". She or he is not fully licensed
and requires practical instruction.

I Wages tend to be moderate (40-50K) to account for the fact that they do
not bring in revenue for hospitals, since they are not licensed.

I They are an important source of labor for hospitals, so need to ensure
balanced supply, even in geographically remote areas.



HISTORY OF MEDICAL RESIDENT LABOR MARKETS

United States
I 1900-1945: Decentral markets, unraveling of appointment dates
I 1945-1950: Chaotic recontracting and congestion
I Since 1950: National Resident Matching Program (NRMP): orderly

operation

These results were not unique to the US: in the UK, some MR markets
worked as in Edinburgh and Cardiff and some did not, such as in
Birmingham, Newcastle, Sheffield, Cambridge and London...

What explains the difference?



STABILITY OF MATCHES

Alvin Roth

I born 1951 in NYC

I Ph.D. Operations Research in 1974 (Stanford)

I Career start: University of Illinois and then University of Pittsburgh

I 1998-2012: Harvard; currently: Stanford

Roth (1982) stability of matches can explain this: unsuccessful matching
systems give matched pairs an incentive to unravel the match!



EXAMPLE: PRIORITY MATCHING

I Step 1: residents apply to their first best choice hospitals. Hospitals pick
their first best residents. First-best matches are made and leave the pool.

I Step 2: in the remaining pool, match by priority over product of
rankings

I match hospitals 1st choices with residents 2nd choices (product 2)
I match hospitals 2nd choices with residents 1st choices (product 2)
I match hospitals 2nd choices with residents 2nd choices (product 4)

I ...

This algorithm produces unstable matches:
I Imagine Meredith is matched with her 15th ranked hospital, which ranks

her first (product: 15)
I There is another hospital, that ranks Meredith 4th and Meredith ranks

this hospital 4th. (product: 16!) That hospital might have currently its
5th best candidate.

I Meredith and that hospital have an incentive to unravel their current
matches!



HOW TO GET STABILITY: GALE AND SHAPLEY 1962

Lloyd Shapley, mathematician and economist

I born 1923 in Cambridge (Mass.), attended Exeter and Harvard

I drafted 1943 and served in the Army Air Corp in China

I Ph.D. 1953 (Princeton), first job at the RAND Corporation

I Pioneer of Cooperative Game Theory

The Gale and Shapley paper

I published in 1962 in the American Mathematical Monthly (AMM)

I The AMM is "an expository journal intended to a wide audience of
mathematicians, from undergraduates to research professionals.
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GS-ALGORITHM: SETUP

  

c > a > b  

a > b > c  

a > c > b  

1 > 2 > 31 > 2 > 3

1 > 3 > 2

3 > 2 > 1



GS-ALGORITHM: STEP 1

  

Keep

Reject

Keep



GS-ALGORITHM: STEP 2: SWITCHES

  

Keep: 2

Keep: 1
Reject 1, 
Keep 3

Switch in Hospital c's choice: as 3 
becomes available it rejects 1!



GS-ALGORITHM: STEP 3

  

Keep: 3

Keep: 2
Keep 1
Reject 2 

Switch in Hospital a's choice: as 1 
becomes available it rejects 2!



GS-ALGORITHM: STEP 4

  

Keep: 1

Keep: 3

Keep 2



GS-ALGORITHM: OUTCOME

  

The Gale-Shapley Algorithm ends 
with matches:

applicant 1 and hospital a
(2nd choice and 1st choice)

applicant 2 and hospital b
(2nd choice and 3rd choice)

applicant 3 and hospital c
(2nd choice and 1st choice)



GALE-SHAPLEY ALGORITHM: PROPERTIES

Property 1: resulting matches are stable, i.e. there is no
applicant-employer pair that would prefer another match.

I In the GS-Algorithm, Meredith got her 2nd best choice because her 1st
best choices rejected her.

Property 2: no applicant can do better than state his true preferences
I Meredith did not loose her assignment to her 2nd best choice by

applying first to the 1st best choice. Even if the 2nd best employer had
"preliminarily chosen" another applicant, by the time Meredith applies,
this employer picks Meredith.





MEDICAL RESIDENT MATCHING: BOTTOMLINE

I Stability of matches is a key theoretical issue

I Roth: it is also a key empirical issue and of practical importance for
market design

I Mechanism through which stability can be achieved is "Deferred
Acceptance" (Gale-Shapley 1962)

I Potential issue: time until all acceptance-rejection rounds played out.
Nowadays, this is solved through “proxy bidding": residents and
hospitals send preference list to centralized matching exchange!



KIDNEY EXCHANGE

Kidneys are by far the most sought-after organs
I Of the 115,000 patients currently on the organ transplant waiting list,

93,000 are waiting for a kidney.
I As of June 2012, there were around 14,000 transplants in the preceeding

year and ca. 7,000 donors
I Every year, around 4,500 patients die while waiting and around 2,000

become “too sick to transplant".
I Survival chances after kidney transplantation differ dramatically

depending on whether you get a kidney from a living donor or a cadaver
: 10 years post operation, 47% of receivers of a cadaver kidney survive
vs. 64% of a living donor kidney.



LIMITS TO KIDNEY MARKETS

A monetary market in organ transplantations is illegal:

National Organ Transplant Act, 42 U.S.C. 274e 1984 states:“it
shall be unlawful for any person to knowingly acquire, receive or
otherwise transfer any human organ for valuable consideration for
use in human transplantation".

Congress explicitly allowed in-kind exchange of kidneys.
I Living donors can survive without one kidney, so there are typically

some relatives willing to donate a kidney for a patient...
I But blood types have to match! Four blood types: A, B, AB, 0



TWO-WAY KIDNEY EXCHANGE

  

Donor 1
Blood Type A

Patient 1
Blood Type B

Donor 2
Blood Type B

Patient 2
Blood Type A

PAIR 1

PAIR 2



LOGISTICAL IMPLICATIONS

21 

 2-way exchange involves 4 simultaneous surgeries  



2-WAY EXCHANGES:
DOUBLE COINCIDENCE OF WANTS

  

Patient Blood Type A 0 B 0

Donor Blood Type B A 0 B

PAIR 1

PAIR 2

PAIR 3

PAIR 4

If we are restricted to two-way exchanges, two pairs here are not
able to participate in the exchange (50% of patients)



3-WAY EXCHANGES:
BEYOND DOUBLE COINCIDENCE OF WANTS

  

Patient Blood Type A 0 B 0

Donor Blood Type B A 0 B

PAIR 1

PAIR 2

PAIR 3

PAIR 4



HOW MUCH BETTER CAN WE DO?

I Should we push for 15-way kidney exchanges? (= 30 simultaneous
operations?)

I How much does each additional link in an kidney exchange add?

Roth and coauthors showed in 2007 that since there are only 4 blood types,
you cannot theoretically do better than 4-way exchanges

I How much does the difference between 2-way vs. 3-way vs. 4-way
exchanges matter quantitatively ?



EFFICIENT KIDNEY EXCHANGE: EMPIRICS

For the current distribution of blood types in the US, arranging 3-way
exchanges will enable sizable gains:

I For 100 pairs, a 2-way exchange allows 49.7% of patients to get
matches.

I The same 100 pairs will generate 60.3% of patients a match with 3-way
exchanges.

I 4-way exchanges (the theoretical upper bound) would enable 60.4% of
patients to get a match.



SUMMARY: SHAPLEY’S AND ROTH’S

CONTRIBUTION TO MARKET DESIGN

I Truthful reporting, avoidance of gaming
I GS-Algorithm induces stable matches in the NMRP; applications in other

medical resident programs, in lawyer programs, insights for the market for
economists etc

I Thickness: enough transactions available
I In kidney exchange, going from 2-way to 3-way exchanges increases

thickness a lot.

I Congestion: enough time to apply and accept/reject
I Implementation of centralized exchanges with proxy bidding and

computer algorithms.

Many more applications: public school matching, modern analysis of skilled
labor matching markets, online auctions of advertising space on search
engines ...


